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Cleft Center Kolkata, India: Nanda is only five months old when he receives his first surgery.



ABOUT US: THE ASSOCIATION

Austrian Cleft Kinderhilfe was founded in late 2019 in Dornbirn, Vorarlberg, as a partner association of Deut-
sche Cleft Kinderhilfe e.V. The purpose of the association according to the statutes is to promote aid efforts 
for children with cleft lip and palate worldwide, especially in developing countries. With the donations we rai-
se, we support aid projects of the Deutsche Cleft Kinderhilfe in countries with particularly high need. In 2020, 
in our first active year as an association, we financed surgeries for 44 cleft children from India. In 2021 we will 
expand our efforts to Bangladesh.

As part of a trust agreement, we transfer all donations to Deutsche Cleft Kinderhilfe for use in accordance 
with our statutes. As a newly founded association, Austrian Cleft Kinderhilfe is not yet registered with the 
Austrian Federal Ministry of Finance. This usually takes three years from the date of establishment. Deutsche 
Cleft Kinderhilfe is registered in Austria as a charitable organization under the registration number SO 17383. 
Accordingly, the donations we transfer to Deutsche Cleft Kinderhilfe are tax-deductible in Austria. 

Volunteer board of directors:
Alexander Gross (chairman)
Stephanie Günther (vice chairwoman)
Kai Kietz

Andrea Weiberg

 

Partner association:
Deutsche Cleft Kinderhilfe e. V.
Stühlingerstraße 11
79106 Freiburg im Breisgau
GERMANY
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www.spaltkinder.org

Founding members:
Alexander Gross
Stephanie Günther
Kai Kietz
Andrea Weiberg
Ulrike Claassens
Falko Noack
Peter Nicklin

Excellent progress: these pictures span five months and two surgeries. Nanda‘s cleft lip is closed in January 2020, the 
palate surgery follows in June. Nanda now has both these crucial procedures behind him in his first year of life, giving 
him the best chance to grow up healthy.
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With some 3,000 operations per year and more than 20 lo-
cations, India is the largest project country for Deutsche Cleft 
Kinderhilfe. In 2020, Austrian Cleft Kinderhilfe financed surge-
ries for 44 cleft children in the cleft centers in Agra, Surat and 
Kolkata. 

Comprehensive care

Kolkata is one of four treatment centers where children receive 
comprehensive treatment beyond the surgery. An interdiscipli-
nary team, consisting of a pediatrician, an ear, nose and throat 
specialist, an orthodontist and a speech therapist looks after 
the patients before and after the surgical interventions. Like our 
cover girl Anamika, cleft children often suffer from malnutrition. 
They are provided with special food before the operation.

AID FOR CLEFT CHILDREN IN INDIA

Every year some 40,000 children are born with a cleft lip and palate in India. Many live in the poorest con-
ditions and receive no treatment at all, or are treated too late. The consequences are fatal. Some eight out 
of every hundred cleft children in India die before their first birthday. Malnutrition, a higher susceptibility to 
infections and social neglect are the most common causes. 

IN 2021: AID EXPANDED TO BANGLADESH

As a result of the pandemic, many organizations whose work relies on the deployment of foreign teams 
had to cease their activities due to travel restrictions. Deutsche Cleft Kinderhilfe works exclusively with local 
doctors. Thanks to this philosophy, children can continue to be treated despite Corona. The need is great. 
More cleft children than ever are waiting for their operation. That is why we are expanding our aid in 2021: In 
addition to India, Bangladesh will be an additional focus of our support.
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In Bangladesh, many cleft children are awaiting their surgery.
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Three months later the day has come. Anamika has reached the 
weight necessary for the operation. Dr. Siddhartha closes her cleft 
lip in a first operation. The palate operation follows six months later: 
Anamika is 14 months old and in good health. Except for a small 
scar, nothing is left visible of the cleft that disfigured her face.

Anamika‘s story is an example of how we can give a cleft child a 
better future, and sometimes even save their life, with qualified, 
early and comprehensive treatment.

Dr. Siddharta Chatterjee heads the Cleft 
Center in Kolkata.

Anamika after her first and second surgery.

Our cover hero Anamika: A success story

Over 70 percent of the approximately 1.4 billion Indians live in rural 
areas. That is 900 million people, who often struggle to 
survive on an income of often no more than 2 euros a 
day. So does the family of Anamika, the child in our 
cover photo. 

Anamika is encountered by an awareness team from 
the Kolkata Cleft Center when she is six months old. 
She has a cleft lip, and the palate is also affected. 
Anamika is severely malnourished. Anamika cannot 
swallow properly due to the cleft, so feeding is very 
difficult. The team‘s pediatrician examines Anamika. 
The girl weighs just under 2,500 grams, an operation 
is not possible with this low weight. With special food 
and tips on how to breastfeed a cleft child, the family 
is initially sent back home.
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ANNUAL FINANCIAL STATEMENT 2020
In our first year of active operation, we received donations of 39,497.75 euros. We made an operation 
possible for 44 children in India. This resulted in project spending of 14,038.38 euros. With total costs of 
16,440.55 euros, 85 percent went into direct medical help and benefited cleft children from needy families. 
The share of advertising and administrative costs in the total spending was 15 percent. Overall, there was an 
unspent revenue surplus of EUR 23,257.38. 

Revenues: sources of funds

Donations 39,497.75 euros

Other income:
•	 Membership fees 
•	 Interest/other

200.00 euros
0.18 euros

Total 39,697.93 euros

Unspent revenue 2020 23,257.38 euros

Spending: use of funds

Project work
•	 Cleft surgeries
•	 Other cleft treatments
•	 Educational work

14,038.38 euros
0 euros
0 euros

Advertising and public relations
•	 ACKH website 2,357.12 euros

Administration
•	 Bank costs 45.05 euros

Total 16,440.55 euros

15%

85%

Adver�sing/PR

Direct medical aid

Use of funds
2020
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY WRIT LARGE
What began in 2018 with a Charity Olympics on the occasion of the annual 
Amann Girrbach (AG) sales meeting has now become a joint success story. 
Under the umbrella of the AG charity project “Give a smile”, Amann Girrbach 
has been initiating fundraising campaigns for cleft children on a regular basis, 
and with fresh new ideas. In addition, as a leading innovator and full-service 
provider in digital prosthetics, the Austrian company actively supports the aid 
projects of Deutsche Cleft Kinderhilfe with specialist knowledge and donations 
in kind. With the founding of Austrian Cleft Kinderhilfe not far from Amann 
Girrbach‘s headquarters in Koblach, the long-term outlook of the cooperation 
was further confirmed at the end of 2019. The next projects are in the works.

We say thank you from the bottom of our hearts for this far-reaching commitment: a big thank you 
to the entire Amann Girrbach team in Koblach, Pforzheim and worldwide on behalf of the many 
cleft children who get the chance to have a better future thanks to this special partnership.

The AG Charity Olympics: Kickoff for a special partnership.

©Amann Girrbach AG
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A big thank you!



Arpita is fed after her lip surgery. Her cleft palate was closed in 2020 at the Cleft Center in Kolkata.
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